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Introduction
JSON documents are used for interoperability, storage of application
data where flexibility is important and also are becoming a de-facto
standard in RESTful APIs implementations. When JSON schemas are
not defined, it is useful to classify JSON documents to discover whether
they could be categorized into a given domain and to partially-conform
to a metamodel. Recent approaches are emerging to extract informa-
tion or to couple metamodeling with cognification [1], some approaches
use Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks (LSTM) to automati-
cally infer model transformations from sets of input-output model pairs
[2], another one employ Machine Learning techniques for metamodel
automated classification [3]. We present a methodology to analyze and
classify JSON documents according to existing metamodels. We extract
existing metamodels using a One-hot encoding solution into a Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP) network, translating the metamodel elements
into the input neurons. The neural network is used to classify input
JSON documents, which are as well translated into the input data to
be classified. We have conducted a series of experiments, using neural
networks with different intermediate layers, showing that the approach
is effective to classify the documents.

Classifying Document into Metamodels

The Driver Program implements the control flow and it launches the
operations, managing the step by step execution schema:

• Reading JSON input metamodel and assigns it to a data set;
• Processing the data set using an extraction function, which selects

classes, attributes and references;
• Once this conversion is done, there is no distinction between the

types of the elements to encode the MLP features. Then, each one of
these data set is converted into a binary number and bundled to
create the MLP Vector X: set of input layer neurons {xi|x1, x2, ..., xm}
applying One-hot Encoding (OHE) technique because categorical
data must be converted to numbers;

• Training the network by MLP Classifier using a set of training
samples;

• There is no difference between classes, attributes, and references,
each one is a binary number in MLPVectorX.

We define an algorithm which reads JSON input metamodel, applies
an extraction function to take distinct classes, attributes and references
amount which we use to calculate the binary digits amount used to
depict these classes, attributes and references in a binary vector which
it is used as input features on MLP.

Results

Documents with elements 100% according to their respective meta-
model, MLP correctly classifies all the documents. When the elements
are mixed, MLP with 3 hidden layers showed 96,3% of precision, and
the MLP with 5 hidden layers showed 97,2%, improving 0,9%. This
means adding two layers had a small impact on the final result.

Conclusion
The solution enables discovering the domain of the JSON documents and
to serve as an initial typing scheme. We present the automated steps of
the approach, consisting on metamodel extraction into an MLP using
a one-hot encoding (OHE) of the elements, network training, transla-
tion and classification of the input JSON documents. The results have
showed that the approach is effective from classifying JSON documents,
with precision varying from 46 to 97 percent, depending on the kinds of
the elements.
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